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DNA

@ lnformqtion ond Herediry Cellulor Basis of Life
Q: Whot is the structure of DNA, ond how does it function in genetic

inheritonce?
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Lesson Obiectives

F Summarize the process of bacterial transformation.

@ Describe the role of bacteriophages,in identif,iing genetic material.

F Identift the role of DNA in heredity.

Lesson Summory

Boctériãl Tronsioimotiôn In 1928, Frederick Griffith found that some chemical factor
from heat-killed bacteria of one strain could change the inherited characteristics of another
strain.

Þ He cal because one type of bacteria (a harmless ørml treö
been c er (a disease-carrying form).

Þ Because the ability to cause disease was inherited by the offspring of the transformed .

bacteria, he concluded that the transforming factor had to be a gene. : ,, , . ,.

In1944, Oswald Avery tested the transforming ability of many substances. Only DNA caused
transformation. By observing bacterial transformation, Avery and other scientists discovered
that the nucleic acid DNA stores and transmits genetic information from one generation of
bacteria to the next.

Bocteriol Viruses A b-acttriophâffè is a kind of virus that infects bacteria. When a bac- :

a

. i '..-

;'.: l. : i

genetic material into it. :

Þ In 1952, Alfred Hershey and Martha Chase used radioactive tracers to label proteins ahd,
DNA in bacteriophages.

Þ Only the DNA from the bacteriophage showed up in the infected bacterial cell.

Þ llershey and Chase concluded that the genetic material of the bacteriophage was DNA.
Þ Their work confirmed Avery's results, convincing many scientists that DNA was the

genetic material found in genes-not just in viruses and bacteria, but in all living cells.

The Role of DNA The DNA that makes up genes must be capable of storing, copying, and
transmitting the genetic information in a cell.

Bæcfieria I Trc nsforn'¡qfion
l. What happened when Griffìth injected mice with the pneumonia-causing strain of

bacteria that had been heat-killed?

2. What happened when Griffith injected mice with a mixture of heat-killed, pneumonia-
causing bacteria and live bacteria of the harmless type?
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3. What was the purpose of Oswald Avery's experiments?

4. What experiments did Avery do?

5. What did Avcry conclude?

Bqcteriol Viruses
6. Fill in the blanks to summarize the experiments of Hershey and Chase. (Note: The circles

represent'radioactive labels. )

-with

radioactive label

with
radioactive lâbel

7. What did Hershey and Chase conclude? Why?

8. How did Hershey and Chase confirm Avery's results?
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TIre RoEe of ÐNA
9. Complete this graphic organizer to summarizethe assumptions that guided research on

DNA in the middle of the twentieth century. Use an oak tree to give an example of each
function.
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DNA must perform three funclions:

Funclion:

Copying informotion

Why this function is

importonl:
Why this function is

importonl:
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VIsUAL ANALOGY

f 0. DNA is like a book titledHow to
Be a Cell. Explain whythat title
is appropriate for each of DNA's
three functions.

a.

b.

c.

f 1. By 1952, many scientists were convinced that genes are made of DNA, but they did not
yet know how DNA worked. Why was it important to determine the structure of DNA to
understand how DNA stored, copied, and transmitted information?

f 2. Why was the fact of transformation so important to the study of DNA's role? What did
transformation demonstrate?
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12.2 The Structure of DNA

Lesson Obiectives

@ Identi{' the chemital components of DNA.

[! Discuss the experiments leading to the identifìcation of DNA as the molecule that
carries the genetic. code.

@ Describe the.steps leading to the development of the double-helix model of DNA.

Lesson Summory

The Componenls of DNA DNA is a nucleic acid made up of nucleotides joined into long
strands or chains by covalent bonds. Nucleotides may be joined in any order.
> A DNA nucleotide is a uhit made of a nitrogenous base, a S-carbon sugar called

deoxyribose, and a phosphate group.

> DNA has four kinds of nitrogenous bases: adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine.

Solving the Structure of DNA
Þ Erwin Chargaffshowed that the percentages of adenine and thymine are almost always

equal in DNA. The percentages of guanine and.cytosine are also almost equal.

Þ Rosalind Fr tion studies revealed the double-helix structure of DNA.
Þ |ames Wats built a model that explained the structure of DNA.

The Double-Helix MOdel 'l'he double-helix model explains Chargatfs rule of'base pairing
and how the two strands of DNA are held together. The model showed the following:
Þ The two strands in the double helix run in opposite directions, with the nitrogenous bases

in the center.

Þ Each strand carries a sequence ofnucleotides, arranged
fourletter alphabet for

Þ Hydrogen bonds hold
strands to separate.

recordin g genetic infbrmation.

the strands together. The bonds are easily broken allowing DNA

Þ Hydrogen bonds form only between certain base pairs-adenine with thymine, and
cytosine with guanine. This is called b-asêpairi¡rg.

T&te €emponenfs of ÞNA
For Quesfibns l-5, complele eoch slolemenl by writíng in lhe correct word or words.

l. The building blocks of DNA are

2. Nucleotides in DNA are made of three basic components: a sugar called , a

and a nitrogenous

3. DNA contains four kinds of nitrogenous bases:

and

4. In DNA, can be joined in any order.

5. The nucleotides in DNA are joined by bonds.
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SoEvËng fhe Srrucf&rre of ÞNA
6. Complete the table to describe each scientist's contribution to solving the structure

of DNA.

7. Complete the table by estimating the percentages of each based on Chargaffs rules.

The Ðouble-l-lelix Model
For Questions 8-13, on the lines provided, label lhe porls of the DNA molecule lhot
correspond lo lhe numbers in the diogrom.

10.

1

1) 13.
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Scientist Contribution

Erwin Chorgoff

Rosolind Fronklin

Jomes Wotson ond Froncís

Crick

)

DNA somple
Percent of
guonine

Percenf of
cyfosine

I 31.5

2 30 20

é 17 .t
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l4.roEEE[Eqn The drawing below shows half of a DNA molecule. Fill in the
appropriate letters for the other half. Explain why you drew your sketch the way you did.

c<
A )T
G>
G>
c<
c<
T(

lT
c<

15. Complete this table to show how the structure of the DNA molecule allows it to perform
each essential function.

Function Structure of the Molecule

Store informolion

Copy informotion

Tronsmil informotion

)
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T ne

A = Adeniñe
C = Cytosine
C = Guanine
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12.3 DNA Replicotion

Lesson Obiectives

F Summarizethe events of DNA replication.

Ci Compare DNA replicâtion in prokaryotes with that of eukaryotes.

Lesson Summory

Copying the Code Each strand of the double helix has all the information needed to
reconstruct the other half by the mechanism of base pairing. Because each strand can be
used to make the other strand, the strands are said to be complementary. DNA copies itself
through the process offé :

Þ The two strands of the double helix unzip, forming replication forks.

Þ New bases are added, following the rules of base pairing (A with T and G with C).

Þ Each new DNA molecule has one original strand and one new strand.

> Dl9Ap.ç!y,f"-e.¡.'.?jlç is an enzyme that joins individual nircleotides to produce a new strand

t ;t"?il;ephcation, DNA may be lost from the tips of chromosomes, which are called

le.lpmçres.

Replicotion in living Cells Thecellsofmostprokaryoteshaveasingle,circularDNA
molecule in the cytoplasm. Eukaryotic cells have much more DNA. Nearly all of it is con-
tained in chromosomes, which are in the nucleus.

Þ Replication in most prokaryotic cells starts from a single point and proceeds in two
directions until the entire chromosome is copied.

Þ In eukaryotic cells, replication may begin at dozens or even hundreds of places on the
DNA molecule, proceeding in both directions until each chromosome is completely
copied.

Copylng the Code
1. Why are the strands of a DNA molecule said to be complementary?

2. What is the first step in eukaryotic DNA replication?

3. If the base sequence on a separated DNA strand is CGTAGG, what will the base sequence
on its complementary strand be?

4. What enzymejoins individual nucleotides to produce the new strand of DNA?
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5. What enzyme makes it less'likely that DNA will be lost fiom telomeres during replication?

6. How does this enzyme work?

7. What is a replication fork?

8. Does DNA replication take place in the same direction along both strands of the DNA
moleêùle that is being replicated? Explain your answer. (Flint: Look at the illustration of
DNA replication in your textbook.)

9. EU[]E!E@ Make'a'sketch of the double helix of DNA. Show how it unzips
for replication and how complementary strands are built. Label the nitrogenous bases,
replication fork, DNA polymerase, the original strand, and the new strand.
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\.eplicqtion in Living Cells
10. complete the table to compare and contrast DNA replication in prokaryotes and

eukaryotes

Locotion of DNA

of oNA

Storting Point(sf for RePlicolion

11.Is DNA replication always a foolproof process? Explain your answer.

ideoAppfy theBg

f 2. Why is the pairing of bases during replication essential for the transmission of

traits from Parent to offsPring?

inherited
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Chopfer Vocobulory Review
For Questions l-ó, match the term wi¡h its def¡nition.

Definition

l. In DNA, the fit between thymine and adenine
and the fit between c¡osinã and guanin.. 

. ---

2. An enzyme that joins individual nucleótides
to produce a new strand of DNA

bacterial strain into a diseÃe_causing strain
4. The tip of a chromosome

5. The process that copies a DN_A. molecule
6. A kind of virus that infects bacteria

Term

A. transformation

B. bacteriophage

C. base pairing

D. replication

E. DNA polymerase, ,

F. telomere

For Quesfio ni 7-t S, complete eoch stotement by writíng in lhe correcl word or words.
7.Each time a chromosome is replicated, some DNA may be lost from the tip of the

chromosome, or
8. Griffith's experiments showed that some chemical compound in cells must be responsible

for bacterial

9. Hershey and Chase studied a
protein coat.

that was composed of a DNA core and a

-,,'.i
ll' The enzyme that "proofreads" each new DNA strand so that each molecure is,a

near-perfect copy of the original is

13. The double-helix model explains Chargaff,s rule of
14. The DNA molecule separates into two strands during
15. The principal enzyme involved in DNA replication is
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